
LEGACIES 
Legacies have always been a special joy and a special problem for the Fraternity. In the early 
days, most daughters and sisters of members were pledged automatically. However, as the 
Fraternity grew and more and more legacies went through rush, the impossibility of pledging all 
legacies became a reality. At the present time, many chapters have more legacies going through 
rush than they have places in their quote. The national organization attempted to provide 
chapters with suggested guidelines which changed through the years from putting legacies at the 
top of the bid list; to putting legacies who attended the preference party in alphabetical order on 
the first bid list; to voting early on legacies so that they would have “early warning” if they weren’t 
to be pledged; to treating legacies just like other rushees. As in all other panhellenic groups, the 
attempt in Tri Delta to deal with fair treatment of legacies will continue to provoke discussion. 
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Tri Delta’s Policy on Legacies 

• A legacy is a daughter or a sister of a Tri Delta member. Stepdaughters or stepsisters 
may be considered legacies if desired by the Tri Delta relative.  

• Tri Delta legacies should be given special consideration because of family ties and 
loyalties to the Fraternity. Tri Delta believes that each chapter has an obligation to ensure 
that legacies are given every courtesy and careful consideration.  

• Individual collegiate chapters may have chapter policies for the consideration of legacies.  
• Throughout the membership selection process, the voting on legacies must be conducted 

at the same time as voting on all potential new members. 
• If a legacy accepts an invitation to the final preference party, her name is to be placed 

either on the first bid list or at the top of the second bid list.  

 


